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Globalization. A term used to describe the increasing connectedness and interdependence of world

cultures and economies. As the United States enters its fourth month battling COVID-19, disruptions from

the pandemic have practically silenced this interconnectedness. In response, manufacturing companies are

rethinking their global supply chains.

According to the April Thomas Industrial Survey, 64% of manufacturing and industrial sector participants

report they are likely to bring manufacturing production and sourcing back to North America. Companies

are reevaluating the choice of domestic vs. offshore production. In general, 71% of Americans also think

companies should pull back manufacturing in China according to a recent Harris poll. This is furthering the

sentiment in 2019, which saw net reshoring caused by the U.S.-China trade war. The manufacturing import

ratio (MIR) in 2019 reported "unprecedented" levels -- 98%, up from -32% in 2018. A positive figure indicates

net reshoring and a negative figure indicates an increase in offshoring. 

American Foundry Society spoke with several metalcasters and some listed compelling reasons for returning

foundry-based supply chains. For starters, shorter supply chains are more dependable; better

communication is likely and transportation costs should be lower.  Lead times should improve. You could

argue that customers would be able to see obvious benefits from local supply chains.

However, one of the main hurdles of reshoring is the idea of increased pricing. In a recent Modern Casting

article, one foundry leader stated "I've feared all along that any reshoring would be temporary. My

perception is that buyers want a domestic source, but very few are willing to pay the extra money."
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Similarly, many companies in the U.S. might be

reluctant to reshore if it means increasing prices to

customers. Furthermore, companies trying to reshore

often struggle to find the amount of qualified, skilled

labor they need to operate. This could lead to more

investments in automation techniques (robots and

artificial intelligence tools that can make human

workers faster and more efficient).

Whether we like it or not, this pandemic has made us

rethink how we work, interact, and invest.  The 

TRADITIONAL CHAPTER 11 VS.

PREPACKAGED BANKRUPTCY

Experts, including ProfitGuard, anticipate a

significant increase in bankruptcies in the coming

months due to the sharp and swift economic

downturn. With filings on the horizon we are

revisiting the differences between traditional,

prepackaged, and prenegotiated chapter 11, and

how they impact trade creditors.

Some key differences between traditional chapter 11

and prepackaged chapter 11 bankruptcy involve the

time, cost, and certainty of outcome. Traditional 

chapter 11, often reffered to as free fall chapter 11,

involves the debtor filing for bankrutpcy and then
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current crisis has exposed vulnerabilities and has made companies rethink their supply chains so they can

navigate and be better prepared for the next economic shock.  We may start to see a shift towards

increased domestic production vs. offshoring.

So what does this have to do with credit risk?  Well, with cost structures becoming more dynamic with

reshoring, nearshoring, etc. your customer’s credit quality could change quickly as they add debt to invest in

new supply chain infrastructure or support key suppliers.  Any customers that plan major supply chain

disruptions or changes are good candidates to perform a fresh credit assessment on.  As your customer

integrates with other new suppliers down the chain, new risks could be lurking.

negotiating with its creditors to form a reorganization plan.  Since there is no preapproved plan or strategy

in place, the process can drag on for years, which can be very expensive. The debtor also has little clarity on

what its capital or organizational structure will look like upon emerging since it commenced bankruptcy

without a plan.
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Two of the biggest risks for trade creditors in chapter 11 come from nonpayment of the creditor’s claim and

preference risk, which can result in having to return all payments received from the debtor within 90 days

of the filling. In most cases, a creditor should file an administrative claim if possible. This doesn’t guarantee

payment but can improve the chances of being paid in full. As a creditor you must show that you sold goods

to the debtor and they were received within 20 days prior to the bankruptcy and in the ordinary course of

business. Preferences claims can be troublesome to deal with but there are defenses that creditors can use

to protect themselves. We advise never just paying a preference claim upon receipt and instead explore all

possible defenses available.

A prepackaged chapter 11 seeks to reduce the time a company spends in bankruptcy. Less time in bankruptcy

means it is less expensive. It also provides for more clarity on the outcome. Unlike a free fall bankruptcy, a

prepackaged chapter 11 involves the debtor negotiating and soliciting acceptance of its reorganization plan

from creditors prior to filing bankruptcy. The debtor submits the preapproved reorganization plan when it

officially files chapter 11. Since a prepackaged bankruptcy commences with a preapproved plan in place, it

is quicker than a traditional chapter 11, often taking months instead of years. Trade creditors are typically

paid in full in a prepackaged bankruptcy to avoid any potential litigation and delay in the bankruptcy

process. 

If a debtor is unable to reach an agreement with its creditors on a prepackaged plan it may try the next

quickest and inexpensive alternative, which is prenegoitated or prearranged chapter 11. Like a prepackaged

bankruptcy, a prenegotiated bankruptcy involves negotiating with creditors prior to filing bankruptcy;

however, there is no soliciting of votes and thus no preapproved plan. Negotiating with its creditors ahead of

time allows for less time in bankruptcy and more clarity on the eventual outcome. Trade creditors might not

be paid in full in a prenegotiated bankruptcy as the debtor might use the opportunity under chapter 11 to

impair trade creditors.

With bankruptcies on the rise, we thought it would be a good refresher to discuss the differences between

bankruptcy filings and how they impact trade creditors. Business owners never want to be on an Unsecured

Creditor’s List but understanding the basics of bankruptcy filings should help them navigate a difficult

situation.

WHERE TO LOOK WHEN TRADITIONAL

LENDING ISN'T AVAILABLE

Since the start of the pandemic, many U.S. banks have offered an array of programs to help businesses stay

afloat, including fee waivers, deferred payments, and other accommodations. At the same time however,

banks have tightened their standards and terms significantly on commercial and industrial (C&I) loans to

firms of all sizes according to the most recent Federal Reserve Senior Loan Officer Survey. Banks also
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To find out how ProfitGuard can help your

business, please contact us at (866) 990-1099 or

visit eprofitguard.com.

noted that they were focused on existing clients rather than

granting loans to new clients. In particular, banks mentioned

their clients’ liquidity needs and actions to mitigate the

effect of the crisis on their clients who are experiencing

strains.

With cautious underwriting, where do companies turn to

meet their liquidity needs? Alternate lending sources can

come from Asset-based lenders (ABL Finance), independent

finance companies, brokers, private equity firms, hedge 

funds, and more. Loosely defined as “shadow banking,” the Financial Stability Board (FSB) outlines as “credit

intermediation involving entities and activities outside of the regular banking system.” The process is simple.

A company needs a loan for working capital purposes. The company could try the traditional bank route, but

they could get more money and looser covenants, also known as covenant-lite loans, from an alternative

source.  Traditional banks might not lend to companies who are either too small or too risky.

What are some examples of alternate lenders? As explained by Nicholas Jalowski, Managing Director of

Cambridge Financial Services, ABL Finance companies specialize in working capital loans. These lenders

strictly lend on accounts receivable and inventory by using a borrowing base that is updated periodically as

the borrower needs more money. There are bank based asset-based lenders, but they are more credit-

conscious because they are regulated. However, private and public finance companies are more concerned

with the quality and turnover of the collateral and can provide funding for higher risk entities.

Purchase Order Financing is another option for businesses that need cash to complete customer orders. The

purchase order financing company advances money to the company and will then collect the invoice from the

end customer. The purchase order finance company makes its money by charging the company in need of

funds various fees. These fees are taken out of the collected invoice. The factor returns the remaining amount

to the company. This is an enticing option for some companies because the purchase order financing hinges

mostly on the financial strength and creditworthiness of the customer who has placed the order, not the

company itself.

Whether your customer has traditional or non-bank lending, it is important to understand their liquidity

position, especially in a crisis.  As we have pointed out before, liquidity and access to it, is paramount to the

survival of any business.

https://www.eprofitguard.com/



